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This addendum documents new features that are included in 
Vulcan Series software release 1.5.
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Start line
The Vulcan can now create a Start line without an H5000 system on
your network. If you have an H5000 CPU on your network, start line
data is calculated by the H5000 CPU. Otherwise the data is
calculated in the MFD. For instructions how to create a Start line,
refer to the MFD operator manual.

Ú Note: Before setting the start line position it is important that
the GPS Bow offset is updated to negate the difference
between the GPS position and the bow of the vessel. This
setting is made in the Advanced settings dialog under
Instruments. Your Boat settings must also be entered in the
Boat settings dialog which is available from the Chart settings
dialog.

Layline targets
Layline targets are defined for a given TWS (True Wind Speed). The
targets can be read from an H5000 CPU Polar table, live
measurements, manually entered upwind and downwind angles, or
from the new targets table.
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Laylines targets table
Use the targets table to specify Upwind True Wind Angle (TWA),
Upwind Boat Speed (BS), Downwind TWA, and Downwind BS values
for different true wind speeds. Accurate table information gives the
system a better basis for creating target laylines.

New Target SPD and Target TWA gauges 
New Target SPD (boat speed) and Target TWA gauges are added for
displaying on the Instrument panel, the SailSteer panel and the
instrument bar. The data displayed in the gauges are provided by an
H5000 CPU or by interpolating the Laylines Target Table, if used.
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Routes - bulk insert waypoints
Use the bulk insert option to enter a list of waypoints separated by
commas (for example 21,22,23,24) to create a new route or add
multiple waypoints to an existing route.

1. Make a note of the waypoints you want to bulk enter. You do
not have to enter the full waypoint ID, just enough of it to
distinguish it.

2. Select Routes on the Tool panel
3. Select the New button and then select the Create using route

list option. Alternatively, scroll down the list of existing routes
and select New Route.

4. Select the first row in the New route dialog, so that it is
highlighted

5. Select the Bulk Insert button

6. Enter a list of waypoints separated by commas (for example
21,22,23,24)

7. Select Enter. If the system finds more than one waypoint that
has similar IDs, it will choose one and advise you which one it
has chosen. If the system does not find a waypoint with a similar
ID to what you entered, then a dialog opens and informs you of
the items it did not find.

8. (Optional) Give the route a name by selecting the system given
name and use the virtual keyboard to enter the name.

9. Select save.
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PredictWind weather
PredictWind weather can be displayed as GRIB weather overlay on
the chart. To use this functionality, the appropriate PredictWind
subscription is required. Refer to www.predictwind.com.

Only one weather file can be displayed on the chart at a time.

The PredictWind GRIB weather file can be made available for display
as overlay on the chart the following ways:

• Download PredictWind files automatically or manually from the
PredictWind web site using the unit's Internet connection as
follows:

- Turn on GRIB weather overlay from the Chart menu, refer to
"Turn on GRIB weather overlay" on page 7

- Enter your PredictWind login credentials in the unit, refer to
"PredictWind login credentials" on page 7

- If you want the system to automatically download the files
from PredictWind, specify automatic download High
resolution, Offshore (lower resolution), or both. Refer to
"Automatically download PredictWind weather files" on page 7.

- If you want to manually download the files from PredictWind,
use the Download forecast option in the Chart menu. Refer to
"Manually download PredictWind weather files" on page 8.

- Import the file into memory to overlay it on the chart, refer to
"Specify PredictWind GRIB overlay file" on page 11

• Download PredictWind files to a memory card connected to a PC
and then import a file from the memory card into the unit's
memory as follows:

- Download PredictWind weather files to a memory card
connected to a PC
Note: Do not use a map memory card. Downloading files to a
map card can corrupt the map card.

- Insert the memory card in the unit's card reader
- Turn on GRIB weather overlay from the Chart menu, refer to

"Turn on GRIB weather overlay" on page 7
- Import the file into memory to overlay it on the chart. You can

import a weather file directly from the memory card or from
any directory available to the File manager. Refer to Specify
PredictWind GRIB overlay file "Specify PredictWind GRIB overlay file" on
page 11.
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Turn on GRIB weather overlay 
To view GRIB weather overlay on the chart and expand the chart
menu to display GRIB weather menu options, turn on the GRIB
weather overlay feature from the chart menu.

PredictWind login credentials
To automatically or manually download weather files from the
PredictWind web site, enter your PredictWind login credentials in
the PredictWind GRIB weather dialog.

Access the PredictWind GRIB weather dialog from the Chart settings
dialog.

Select Email and enter your PredictWind login email address.

Select Password and enter your PredictWind password.

Automatically download PredictWind weather files 
The automatic download feature allows your system to regularly
check for weather updates and download the latest data.

Specify if you want to automatically download High resolution (refer
to "High resolution" on page 8) or Offshore - lower resolution (refer to
"Offshore area (lower resolution)" on page 9) or both types of GRIB data.

Ú Note: High Resolution downloads require a PredictWind
Professional subscription.
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Ú Note: To download data from PredictWind, the unit must have
an internet connection and your PredictWind login credentials
must be entered in the system (refer to "PredictWind login credentials"
on page 7). When an internet connection is made the system
will automatically login to PredictWind with your credentials
and start downloading weather data as specified in the
PredictWind GRIB Weather dialog.

Manually download PredictWind weather files
To download a PredictWind weather file manually, select the
Download forecast option in the Chart menu to display the Select
forecast type dialog. Use the Select forecast type dialog to specify
the type and area. 

Ú Note: To manually download data from PredictWind, the unit
must have an internet connection. The Download forecast
option is only available if you have turned on GRIB weather
overlay on the Chart menu (refer to "Turn on GRIB weather overlay" on
page 7), and your PredictWind login credentials are entered in
the system (refer to "PredictWind login credentials" on page 7).

When the GRIB download is complete, the MFD will display a
message to show the task is complete and will request to make the
downloaded file the active file. If you confirm to make the
downloaded file active, the GRIB will be displayed on the chart
overlay.

If you do not want to overwrite the weather file currently being
displayed, you can activate the downloaded file later using the
Forecast menu option. Refer to "Specify PredictWind GRIB overlay file" on
page 11.

High resolution
Download location areas are displayed on the chart. Select or
deselect single or multiple locations. The selected areas are
highlighted. You can add and remove locations by selecting
Automatic download locations later.
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Specify the settings for the high resolution GRIB download, refer to
"PredictWind download settings" on page 10.

Offshore area (lower resolution)
The chart is displayed when you select the offshore area (lower
resolution) option with an expandable rectangle. Drag the
rectangle’s corner markers to create the area rectangle you want to
download GRIB weather for and choose the select menu option.

After you create your offshore area rectangle, choose the Select
menu option.  

Specify the settings for the offshore (lower resolution) GRIB
download, refer to "PredictWind download settings" on page 10.
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PredictWind download settings

Model
Allows you to select from the GRIB model options:

• CMC (Canadian Meteorological Centre) - a weather observation
file from the Canadian Meteorological Centre

• CMCF (Canadian Meteorological Centre Forecast) – PredictWind
forecast based on the weather observation from the Canadian
Meteorological Centre. Available for Offshore GRIB only.

• GFS (Global Forecast System) - a weather observation file from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of
the USA Department of Commerce.

• GFSF (Global Forecast System Forecast) - PredictWind forecast
based on the weather observation from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the USA Department
of Commerce. Available for Offshore GRIB only.

Wind and Pressure
The wind and/or pressure data from PredictWind. Available for
Offshore GRIB only.

Time step
The size of the time step in the downloaded forecast. For example, a
3 hour time step could provide weather data for 1200, 1500, 1800
etc., where a 6 hour time step could only provide 1200, 1800 etc.
Smaller steps require larger downloads.

Forecast length
The period of the forecast in days. Available for CMCF or GFSF
models on Offshore GRIB only.

Resolution
GRIB resolution, select 50 or 100 kilometers between forecast points.
Available for Offshore GRIB only.
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Specify PredictWind GRIB overlay file
The Forecast menu option shows the GRIB file which is currently
displayed on the chart. If no file is displayed on the chart, then the
menu option does not show a GRIB file.

GRIB file displayed on the chart No GRIB file displayed on the chart

Select the Forecast menu option to open the GRIB Weather dialog.

The GRIB Weather dialog shows which GRIB file is currently
displayed as overlay on the chart and which files are available for
display.

Available GRIB files are files downloaded manually or automatically
from PredictWind to the Gribs directory. If you copy GRIB files from
the memory card to the Gribs directory using the file manager, they
will be listed as available GRIB files.

Select an available GRIB file to import it into memory and display it
as overlay on the chart. Select the Import file option to import a
GRIB file into memory from the memory card or any directory
available to the File manager.

Ú Note: GRIB data that is imported overwrites the GRIB data in
memory.
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Expired GRIB files
The system identifies GRIB files that have expired and moves them
from the available GRIB files list to the expired GRIB files list. Expired
files are files where the time of the final forecast has passed. Select
the Delete expired GRIB files option to delete these expired files
from the system.
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